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About This Game

Canopia is in danger! The lizard wizard Glykon has stolen the world’s essence to augment his powers and reshape the land at his
will. If he captures and devours all four Essence Spirits, all will be lost… Our only hope lies in Juno, the last free Spirit!

Juno’s Darkest Hour is a simple but challenging 2D action adventure platformer game inspired by the side-scrollers of the past.
Explore the secrets of a vast monochromatic and pixelated world, accompanied by a nostalgia-driven soundtrack.

Guide little defenseless Juno through the strange and dangerous land of Canopia in order to rescue her friends and put a stop to
Glykon’s evil plans. Quick reflexes and sharp wits will be required to escape and defeat the wizard’s minions. Combine different

characters and items to access new areas and discover more and more treasures, until you are ready to confront Glykon!

Will you succeed against all odds, or will you die over and over again?
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Features

Explore 40 levels with a wide variety in themes : a forest covered in snow, a pirate-infested lagoon, the cozy gentlemen’s
lounge, an abandoned temple built on a volcano, caverns made of crystal, a haunted palace soaring across the sky, and
much more!

Rescue additional playable characters to benefit from their unique abilities, such as being unable to climb ladders and
only being able to say "Meow"!

Hone your platforming skills to avoid enemies! Compensate for your lack of means of self-defense by equipping useful
items like the Top Hat, which greatly increases your social standing.

Copious amounts of bottomless pits to fall into!

Over eight different bosses to defeat with unexpected strategies. Transform into a sonic assault butterfly to fight the evil
spiders or go toe-to-toe against an immortal warrior in a fierce orb duel!

Revisit levels with different character/item combinations to collect all the Season Fragments, unlocking pieces of lore
and weakening the evil force corrupting the land!

There are also probably some secret things to find?

But you'll mostly find bottomless pits!
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As qwertyafro says, this train is like a ghost train. Lots of recycled sounds and sometimes none at all. This indie♥♥♥♥♥♥gave
me 10 000 heart attacks. ♥♥♥♥ it.

lvl 3 impossible tho. Yes, but only if you have friends. The game is sadly dead.. i like it
cool graphics gameplay is meh. The theme of The Cat Machine is cute and amusing, making this a perfect game for the cat
lovers who also enjoy challenging logic puzzles. The meowing is amusing at first, but if you have a cat, you might want to wear
headphones or your cat might try to help you play. Approximately 2 hours playtime across 50 levels.. The game is a perfect
satire of internet culture.

It took about 6 hours for me to complete it, but I went through phases of exploration and running, so your mileage may vary.
The game is beautiful and it runs well. The story is pretty good, but it's definitely an "artsy" game. You'll love it if you're into
vaporwave. The soundtrack is pretty good too, but then again, I'm not too into vaporwave. When considering this, satire may be
humorous, but that is not guaranteed at all moments, nor is it the primary focus. Ultimately the game is about the story, and if
you can get into it the payoff is huge. I wouldn't recommend it if you're not at least a weeb/otaku/autist (choose your daki holder
title).. Very cheap for a soundtrack this good.

If you like this I recommend trying Walter Machado's other games.. One very fine puzzle game with simple controls, visuals and
audio...but all these simple elements meld into good game.. I'm not normally a fan of grazing in shooters but it's very generous
and rewarding in this game. Really clean look, great soundtrack, some unlockables. Not very difficult on Novice or Arcade. I
think it's up there with Blue Revolver and Mecharitz as far as super tight indie "shumps" on Steam.. good game love this game
9/10
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Very enjoying to play, makes you think and use your head a bit but i had to stop playing as my game crashed every 3 mins due
to not enough space error or i had to completely resart a mission due to an error whle loading a file. Very dissapointed i cant
play the other 12 mission :(. 10/10

Star Shelter is the best VR game I have ever played to this day. The graphics are gorgeous, the content is continuous, you are
never left with nothing left to do. It is tense in some moments, scary in others, and relaxing too. You can create stuff to develop
your base, you can explore surrounding spaceships and moon bases, you can build spacecraft, you can fight drones, you can play
the piano (in space). This game never stops suprising me, and I love it.

For £10 its and absolute bargain, I would have happily paid £30-£40 for this game, it is very well developed.

The Dev team is very active in the discord too, the game is still being worked on and improved.

Absolutely LOVE it.. Only played for a tiny bit, but there were too many bugs and broken stuff. Couldn't put the game into
windowed fullscreen or windowed mode, couldn't change resolution, and it would crash discord the whole time I was on it..
Build A Lot clone. Not fun. Ah yes. Childhood memories. I lost the dvd to this, so I decided to buy it off of steam. I highly
recommend this game also. Dont listen to these mordern idiots saying "oh mah gaud eh tee ehz tooh is lut betor dis is awful bc
of le trackz and le mapz oh mah gaud im suc a hat0r of dis gaym".

This game is a retro hit. There are amazing maps, graphics, and scenary, and the trucks are good aswell.

(Even more trucks and maps in 18 wheels of steel extreme trucker 2.). A "escape" the room game with some nice game
mechanics but very short and some technical issues.

Positive:
+ Time change gives game an additional dimension
+ Fighting sequences as alternation

Negative:
- Technical issue like e.g. flying away objects
- in first time lock it was totally unclear that you have to shoot this big target sign
- short and ends with a episode 1 cliffhanger
- good game mechanics would allow a much better puzzles then those that are there

Fazit: Recommend because the price is relative low.. This game is a true work of art. You know you're getting quality when the
person running the server sets your framerate. 9/10 because there is no 10 pack available. this is a neat title, i'm only ~30 mins
in. love the cut-scenes \/ positive message the title delivers.
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